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About This Game

Anonymous Me is a Chinese style 2D platformer. You can cycle through three weapons and hack & slash your way with cool
combos. Explore the world as the story unfolds. In the end, you will challenge some overwhelming power.
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Anonymous Me is set in late Qin Dynasty of China. People are brutalized by The first emperor of china---Ying Zheng. The
empire that unifies China is falling already. Female assassin “Mang” is drawn into a long premeditated conspiracy right after she

manages to escape an evil organization.

It is true that everyone is nobody in that given historical period in China. It’s almost impossible for people to control their own
fate. Before we make the conclusion, let’s just hear “Mang’s” story.

■Chinese style arts and music
Enhanced by stunning animations, Anonymous Me boasts a beautiful hand-drawn world vividly depicting China in Qin Dynasty,
which was more than 2,000 years ago. Hack and slash your way out of cities, high mountains, snowy plains, and ancient tombs.

Explore this gorgeous ancient empire accompanies by ethereal Chinese style music.

■An epic storyline of twists and turns
Protagonist “Mang” blurs the line between good and evil. Qin Dynasty is collapsing. What does life hold for her in all this

turbulence and chaos? Unravel the mystery and discover the huge conspiracy through thought-provoking dialogues and
ingenious level design.

■It’s all about combos
“Mang” is a master wielder of DualBlade, BoardSword and is an excellent archer as well. You can cycle through the three

weapons any time you want. Switching weapons will deal extra damage to enemies and activate special moves. Always stay
vigilant in battles and use this feature to your advantage. Make powerful combos by switching weapons. The mysterious “Blood

Sigil” system enhances character stats, so that you can always fight the way you want.

■Innovative “Mind”system
“Mang” has gone through a lot and has a complicated personality. We believe that she is more than a mere character you control.

Inspiration System lets you know what she is thinking as the game progresses. At some critical moments, she will ask you to
make choices for her, which will have drastic impact on how the story goes. We will perfect “Inspiration” system in future

updates.

RKTime and Long Mobile are two new game developers based in Chengdu, China.
Thank you for supporting Anonymous Me, our first game on Steam!

Anonymous Me has gone through overhaul and delay for many times. Now it finally sees the light of day! It’s still an Early
Access release. We welcome any feedback and suggestions from you!

Thank you all for your love and support!
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Title: Anonymous ME
Genre: Action, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
RKTime
Publisher:
Chengdu longyuan Network Technology Co.Ltd
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 64 Bit, Windows 8.1 64 Bit, Windows 8 64 Bit, Windows 7 64 Bit Service Pack 1, Windows Vista 64 Bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD Phenom X3 8750 processor or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or higher, ATI Radeon HD4850 or higher,Intel HD Graphics 4400 or higher

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX 10 compatible

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Rather strange DLC but maybe I feel this way because we have no Thanksgiving. But it's something different than the normal
game and the costumes are nice. If this is your cup of tea, get it, otherwise maybe think about it for a while. 6\/10. Generally a
nice HOG game. Unfortunately quite some of the objects in the hidden object scences don't respond to clicking initially and
others are simply not visible. However I do like that the parts you collect are useful items for the gameplay and not random
nonsense. It is a HOG game worth playing if you like the genre. Not the best ever, but in the upper half. I bought it on sale.. i
cancelled my flight to Dubai. This is a game that shows you even in death, you're not alone. Death looks absolutely terrifying,
and it seems as though it always gets to you no matter what. What you must do is accept it, as if you're swallowing the largest
pill you could ever swallow. Death isn't a gun or a void, it is a door.. How do I open the game? There seems to be no way to
actually run this.... Or no documentation to tell us how.... This game is a lot of fun! I really like the combat system. Being able to
move with the left stick and aim\/shoot with the right is really, really nice. The combo system is a nice extra touch, too. The
bosses are tough at first, but once you figure out how to beat them they're no problem, which is really satisfying. Looks great to
boot.

Definitely an upgrade over the original. More levels, even more awesome music, better presentation, and a new character all
make it very worth it to upgrade to this version over the original (for cheap, might I add!).. I'd recommend this for more of the
creative people of the train simming community, the people who like to build and automate routes as I haven't seen any other
simulator work the way railroad X does with the various contact points.

I find the forums very nice, friendly, very responsive and kind, and I always get healthy responses from my opinions, a brilliant
place to find advice.

The game itself, I find to have a very narrow field of view, quite large interface.

I wouldn't, however, recommend this to the people who just want to "drive trains" as this is more of a "creative tool" rather then
a simulator.

Sure there are bugs and sometimes, crashes but non-the-less, for what it is, it's currently the best creative tool currently out there
which has an adjustable work table.

I find the only Achilles heel heel to this, is that it's a railroad modeller's program, because I find this program to have real
potential.

I haven't really seen any other simulator let you be able to control anything but what it says on the tin... However, this program
lets you control cars, trucks, planes and ships... Even if they are on invisible track.

The track-based "control points" allows for a good range of flexibility, including sequenced control of transferring freight from
one vehicle to another using a crane that you can actually drive.

I have to say, that driving a crane and using it to transfer freight between vehicles, is something I have not seen implemented in
any simulator, ever.

I have to warn you though, there is no AI in this game so you have to set either contacts or routes for the trains, then they follow
the path you set for them via control circuits.
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The Control circuit design is completely up to you, letting them handle the layout for you the way you want to, without the
hassle of assigning priorities and such.

So, I fully recommend this to anyone that's interested in creating routes and automating them for the player to use because
honestly, there are features that I haven't seen in any other game \/ simulator, including trainz and rail works.

It does have a large learning curve though, so if you're prepared to put up with that, railroad X can be a very rewarding
experience.. This is a crazy amount of silly fun. Looking forward to seeing how this game develops.
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let me just say that this game can be easily beat in one sitting, this game is not worth the full price of 5 dollars, i bought this
game for 99 cents and in 30 minutes(maybe less) i was able to zoom through half this game in literally no time, if anything this
game is fun if you like basic and easy platforming games and you love 3D pixel graphics. but i have to say the story of this game
is friggin terrible, OH YOUR OUT HUNTING AND YOUR LIKE "DAMN I MISS MY GUNS" THEN YOU GO HOME TO
FIND YOUR GUNS WERE STOLEN BY THE DUMBEST CAST OF FINAL BOSSES IVE EVER SEEN. i understand that
this game was developed with someones own time and money and wants to be sold for 5 dollars but this game isnt even worth 99
cents, if anything i want my money back, or at least 50 cents back. my final rating for the game would be at least a decent 6/10,
the game is meh.. Dark Horizons looks and feels like classic Mechwarrior, one week into alpha and there isn't much in the game
(4 mechs , 2 maps, 3 game mods, multiplayer and instant action) but! the game has a lot of potential. if your an old Mechwarrior
or Heavy gear fan I would give this one a shot you won't be disappointed.. A little annoying that most of the times is to find
hidden objects and the graphics are a little grainy in it, so it can sometimes be hard to see the objects. But the music was okay
quiet and fine. 5/10. Neat little fighting game with cute characters. The graphics aren't the best, but once you get a hang of the
controls it can be pretty fun.. Looks like a well layed out adventure. i haven't started playing it yet but as im going through each
chapter and all the NPCs and such it looks really good. it takes a few min to properly lable each tab as they show up as "Road to
Revolution" for everything but the internal layout and numbering system makes it very easy to follow and understand where to
go. there might be an issue that comes up when i am actually running this campaign, but for the price it was too good to pass up.
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